
My Trip to



I am taking a trip to Wonderscope Children’s
Museum. My adult will park in the parking lot and

we will walk up together. 

We will be careful while walking because the
parking lot is a busy place.  



We will walk through the doors together and see
the front desk. My adult will need to check us in. 

The front desk may be
busy and it may be

noisy. 

We will put stickers on
our shirts when it is

time to go play. 

We will wait in line
together until it is our

turn. 
We will be patient.



While I am here I need to
follow the rules: 

I will remember to
always stay with my
adult

I will be safe and
use walking feet

I will clean up by
putting things back
where I found them
when I am done
playing.



If I get lost, I can always find a staff person
who works at Wonderscope. Staff will have
name badges on. Staff people are safe adults. 

The front desk is a
good place to
meet back up if my
adult and I are
separated. 

I will listen to staff if they ask
me to do something that will help me stay safe.

I can get a sensory pack here if it is too loud or I feel I
need one.



In the Creation Stations’s Art Room,
 I can make my own masterpiece

I can paint on the
glass and clean it
with the spray
bottle.  

I can play on the stage and
experiment with the supplies on
the shelf.

The Art Room is messy and that’s ok.
There is a sink to wash my hands. 

My masterpiece can be
whatever I want it to be.

I can wear a smock.



I will walk by Kid City. This room is for little
kids under 4 years old. Kid City is a safe
place for the littles. 

I will not go through the gate if I am a
bigger kid. If I am 4 and under, I can use the
tree as a quiet space.



In the KC Cafe, I can make a meal, serve
tables, order food and clean the

restaurant.  

If I am comfortable I can
wear a hat and an apron.

There are a lot of different
textures that I can touch. 

I can share a pretend meal
with friends and family.

The cash register may
make a noise like a bell.



I can go through the door to the WonderMart.
The market may be busy. 

I may have to wait for a cart or basket.

I can put the  groceries in the cart or basket and check out at the
register when it is my turn. The register may make a noise like a
tiny bell.

Different items will feel different in my hands. 

I will put the items back when I am done. 



Across from the Cafe and Market, I
can play in The Crossroads.

There is a train
with a slide and a
covered wagon. I
can put the
costumes on if I
am comfortable.

The train has a bell that is LOUD. The train makes noises
when you pull the lever in the first car. In the caboose
the screen will make different noises when you push
the different buttons. 

The floor around the covered wagon is bumpy. 
The deck of the ship is smooth.



I can climb the stairs up to
The Climber. 

I can go across the tunnel to the
floating house. The tunnel makes
a whooshing noise when I cross it.

I can go into the bus. I am up high when I
look out the window. It is high up.

The rope will feel bumpy on
my hands and knees

I can climb up and down the
rope maze in the middle of the
ship. It is darker in the rope maze
and at the cave at the bottom. 

There are secret caves
for me to find too!



I can play in Waterworks. I may get wet playing in the
water. I can wear a rain smock to help me stay dry. I
can use the hand dryers in the corner if I get wet. 

The floor will be wet.

I will use walking feet. 

I can touch the water.

I can also stand back and watch
 the water.

The jets may get me
wet.

 The water will make a
splashing noise. The
water will make the

room smell different.
 



I can use my whole body in
On the Move!  

There may be different types of
balls flying through the air and
many people running around. 

I will hear the basketball go
through the hoop and hit the
metal base at the bottom.

The screen on the
wall will make noise
if I push the
buttons. 



In the Design Lab I can build using different materials.
I can use anything I can find on the shelves.

The work bench can be loud. The saw will
make a grinding noise when I use it. 

I can feel lots of
different textures
on my hands. I
can hear the balls
move through the
magnetic pipes.

I can play with anything on the
shelves

The work
bench has

many different
textures for me

to carefully
explore.



Outside in Naturescape, I can do many
things. I can play the musical butterflies. I can
listen to the chimes in the garden.

In the tree house I can relax
on the big pillows or in a
swing while I read a book.I
can also play with trucks in
the dirt.

I can climb on many things,
like the rope climber, the
cow and the tractor.

I can ride on a tricycle
but I may have to
patiently wait my turn.

I can play in the sandbox. The sand
may get into my shoes and clothes.



When it is time to leave, I will
put all my toys away.

I will use my walking feet to
head to the front door.

I may feel a little sad when I leave and that’s
okay. I will be excited for my next trip to
Wonderscope Children’s Museum!


